The assembly illustration (Setup-7) for the Skins Game Universal Conversion Kit should be amended in the following way. When converting a standard cabinet, note that the cutout in the plastic overlay should be rectangular and not circular.
When converting a Golden Tee™ video game into a Skins Game, please observe the following change to control panel/overlay modification (Setup-7)

1. Remove plastic overlay. Remove long bolts that hold metal plate to control panel.
2. Remove artwork and metal plate through top of control panel.
3. Remove trackball from bottom of control panel. Disconnect wires and ground strap.
4. If desired, fill round holes in control panel, sand smooth and paint black.
5. Seat joystick mounting plate (04-12875) into recess on top of wood control panel.
6. Remove backing from wallpaper decal (31-3488) and place over control panel and joystick mounting plate. Trim to fit.
7. Place plastic control panel cover (03-9664) on top of wallpaper. Drill holes and fasten cover to wallpaper using existing hardware. Trim cover to fit wood panel.
8. Tape template to plastic cover, aligning center joystick hole with mounting plate hole. Cut round holes through plastic, wallpaper, and wood. Deburr holes. Do not cut rectangular hole.
9. Remove backing from joystick decal (31-3490) and button decals (31-3489) and place between wallpaper and plastic cover, according to illustration.
10. Continue with conversion according to manual.

**GOLDEN TEE CONVERSION**